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Our True Mother recently concluded her world summit tours. They started in January in Senegal, Africa,
and ended in December in Kathmandu, Nepal. The hallmark of these summits was True Mother's
proclamation that she is the only daughter of God. She wanted to make this bold statement in front of
presidents, prime ministers and royalty. In both the first and last summits, sitting heads of state and
government attended, eight in total. Congratulations, True Mother, this is a historic accomplishment. It
lays the foundation for a victorious Vision 2020. Also, congratulations to our brothers and sisters around
the world who worked so hard. It was a collective victory for us all.
In announcing to the world that True Mother is God's daughter, she is solving one of the most critical
problems of our time. In societies around the world and throughout history women have been raped,
trafficked into prostitution, beaten at home, murdered, unwillingly impregnated, forced into lifethreatening abortions, and had female fetuses ripped from their wombs.
The solution to the way we treat women will not be addressed through the power of the police, the verdict
of courts, the length of prison sentences, more laws or even the fear of capital punishment. These have
been tried. The problem remains unsolved. The ultimate solution is a fundamental change of attitude,
heart and culture. We need to change our way of thinking. We must think of something never ever
thought of before. True Mother is offering this.
No woman in history ever proclaimed on a global stage that she was God's daughter. But this is exactly
what needs to happen. It is an entirely new attitude toward women, with which we begin to honor the
divine feminine nature in our daughters, sisters, wives and mothers.
What a difference it would make
What if husbands thought of their wives as God's daughters? What if women thought of themselves as the
daughters of God? What if brothers protected their sisters as the embodiment of the feminine essence of
God's divinity? What if children were raised knowing that they and their siblings are sons or daughters of
God? Even angels in the spiritual world would benefit from this revolutionary way of thinking initiated
here on earth by our True Mother.
Sadly, this did not happen at the very beginning of human history. Adam did not see Eve as God's
daughter. Eve did not see herself as the daughter of God. The Archangel looked at the first woman as a
sex object for personal pleasure. This selfish sex-centered attitude is not only the origin of our problems
historically; it is also one of the most fundamental problems we face today.
Whether it is pedophilia in religious institutions, the #MeToo movement, the Free Sex movement in the
1960s, or the same sex movement today, at the core of these unsolved social problems is the confusion
related to the dignity of women and the proper role of human sexuality. It is at the root of our fallen
nature, lineage and culture.
Unique in all of history
No woman ever invested so many resources to address this problem. True Mother's investment of
financial and human resources as well as her own personal effort at the age of seventy-six is unparalleled.

This is not self-promotion; it is problem solving on a cosmic level. True Mother is risking her position
and the reputation of all the worldwide organizations she represents and founded in order to provide a
much-needed answer to the critical problem of how we think of and treat women. True Mother's
declaration is a game-changer.
She is setting the record straight. In declaring, "I am God's only daughter," she is establishing a new
benchmark. Through this True Mother is liberating all women. She is also educating all men. All women
are daughters of God. Both men and women need to know this.
Embodying the divinity of God is the inherent value, ultimate purpose and highest honor of women. True
Mother is not a theologian. She has said this herself. Her declaration as God's daughter should not be
dissected dogmatically. True Mother is sharing her upbringing, her family history, her Korean culture, her
heart, her life and ultimately her victory with us. In fact, she is sharing with us the entire history of the
providence of restoration. The human fall was the inability to recognize Eve as God's daughter. Likewise,
the culmination of human history is the advent of God's first victorious daughter.
True Mother is addressing what happened at the beginning of human history. It is also relevant today.
Why didn't Adam, Eve or the Archangel understand Eve's divinity? Where would they have learned this?
Who would have taught them that Eve was God's daughter? This could only come from God himself.
Eve, after all, was God's daughter. God knew who she was. No one else could have taught this ideal to
our first ancestors.
This naturally leads us to True Mother's earlier assertion that the lack of hyo jeong is an even more
fundamental problem than misusing sex. Because Adam and Eve lacked hyo jeong, a relationship with
God, they never learned Eve's true identity.
A lack of interaction
In the Garden of Eden, God gave Adam the commandment. The content is important, but communication
was more important than content. According to the biblical account, Adam did not in any way
acknowledge God's commandment -- no communication; no response. Eve had questions about it, but she
was asking the Archangel, not God. Again, no communication occurred with their Heavenly Parent, who
would have taught them about Eve's divine nature.
Clearly, there was little, if any, give-and-take between God and our first human ancestors. This means
there was no relationship of hyo jeong, no filial heart, no open, free-flowing lines of communication
between God and his children. This was the beginning of the undocumented #MeFirst movement, which
destroyed the ideal of creation.
The conclusion is obvious. True Mother's teachings -- hyo jeong, God as our Heavenly Parent, and her
proclamation of being God's only daughter -- are all inextricably linked together. The focus of filial piety
is not just how we treat our parents; in the fruit of filial piety is also how we treat women. At her
advanced age when most people have retired and stay at home, True Mother is traveling around the world
offering a solution to the most serious social problems of our time. Thank you, True Mother.

